Why Choose SpectraLite™ Digits?
In 1993, Spectrum designed, built and installed the first scoreboard
ever to include SpectraLite LED digit technology; thus providing
a bigger, bolder and brighter lighting experience. Our outdoor
SpectraLite digits offer superior brightness which measures 40,000
MCD. The wide angle (160°) viewing digit uses space-age
SpectraBrite™

technology electronics.
✔ SpectraLite™ LED digits offer superior brightness

Pro-Style

✔ Long-Lasting performance (100,000 hours)
✔ Wide angle visibility
✔ Solid stroke LED digit design improves readability

Ultra-BOLD
Spectrum’s LED’s come in 3 popular styles.
Available in Red, Amber or Combination.

✔ Low power costs
✔ Low maintenance
✔ Only Spectrum offers SpectraLite™ LED digits

SpectraLite LED digits revolutionized the industry as we know it today,
and are offered in our three popular styles: SpectraBrite™, Ultra-Bold,

Spectrum offers digits
with more LEDs than anyone
in the industry.

and Pro-Style technology. While they are comparable for their superior
performance, both the Ultra-Bold and Pro-Style enhance readability
on larger boards and are the widest digits offered in the industry.
Available in Red, Amber or Combination, plus their performance is
guaranteed for 10 years.
Why should you insist on SpectraLite LED digits for your scoreboard?
The answer is clear...

For Quick, Clear, Dependable Readability,
“No Other Digit Can Compare!”
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160° Wide Angle Viewing
The wide angle viewing makes it easier to view the
digits anywhere on the stands in the stadium.
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Digits For The Long Run
What is the significance of Spectrum’s “Solid
Stroke” Digit Design versus competitors
“Segmented” or “Bar” Design?

Solid Stroke
Design

Segmented or
Bar Design

Spectrum’s proven digit design provides “Quick Readability” at a glance
for vital game information. And, by using twice the number of LED’s per
digit, your view is not hampered by direct sunlight or sharp angles.

How important is that? You decide!
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